
Previous Australian Cricketer Andrew Symonds Dies in Car Crash 

 

Andrew Symonds, previous Australian cricketer, has kicked the bucket in a fender bender at 36 years 

old. The news came that the ex-Aussie all-rounder had kicked the bucket at home after he was engaged 

with an early morning crash between his vehicle and one more vehicle on the Pacific Highway close to 

his home in Queensland on Monday morning Australian time. His better half Andrea was additionally in 

the vehicle and was hurried to clinic with genuine wounds. The driver of the other vehicle likewise 

supported genuine wounds yet both were supposed to recuperate. Here 8Xbet give some insight 

concerning the existence history of Andrew Symonds. 

 

Man who was a piece of 2007 Cricket World Cup winning group 

Previous Australian cricketer Andrew Symonds has passed on matured 36. Mr. Symonds had for 

Queensland and was an impact of their Sheffield-winning group in 2007. He additionally addressed 

Australia in 59 Tests, 113 ODIs and one T20I somewhere in the range of 2000 and 2009. He had been 

functioning as an associate mentor at English province side Lancashire before his passing on Saturday 

night. A police representative said that he had been driving his SUV when it left the street at Marburg, 

north of Brisbane, on Saturday night. The vehicle hit a tree prior to winding up on its rooftop with Mr 

Symonds caught inside. 

 

A forceful right-given batsman and medium pacer 

Symonds resigned from global cricket on 19 August 2010, having played 102 Test matches and 334 One 

Day Internationals (ODIs) for Australia. He was a damaging batsman and valuable bowler who won 
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numerous acclamations for his capacity to engage swarms with his going after style of play. He is 

broadly viewed as one of Australia's most powerful cricketers. 

 

A fighter on the field and a flat out man of honor off it - Michael Clarke 

One of my incredible second thoughts is that I never got to share a changing area with 'Symo'. He was 

one of my #1 players, and I watched him intently all through his profession. He was a champion on the 

field however a flat out honorable man off it. Any individual who has at any point played cricket with or 

against him would let you know he was an exceptionally unique cricketer - for what he accomplished on-

field, yet additionally due to how much fun he brought to our changing areas over his vocation. 


